
 
Living in the Delaire Country Club community is a “troubling” experience as of late. It is 
starting to be a “weird way of life” for many Resident Members. There are those that feel they 
are in an environment of safety and serenity and only want to concern themselves with their 
immediate pleasure. We agree with that approach, we should all feel that way with the money 
we spend to get here. Mind your own business and let any problems fall to someone else who 
dares to challenge the authorities. Those are good viewpoints and are workable if there were 
no problems on the horizon. Regrettably there are “BIG” troubles heading our way threatening 
all the Golf Country Club communities all over the country. Golf as entertainment is fading in 
popularity. That requires major changes for everyone wrapped up with Golf. Folks only 
become aware of looming troubles due to observations of bullies’ behaviors, or from media 
reporting, or “Internet websites”. It is a “Journalist’s” duty and job to report happenings so 
that action can be taken to prevent trouble ahead! Only an “Ostrich” sticks his head into the 
sand to reappear as a belt, pocketbook or a Cowboy Boot.  
 
Property values are one way of keeping score as to what goes on in a gated Community. 
Falling property values are the sign of difficulties in any given market. Homes are often used as 
collateral and in many instances are a major part of an estate. They should never be allowed to 
be compromised by any one or any entity. Net worth in today’s world is of utmost importance. 
Liquidity is a 21st century way of life. 
 
Membership in a Mandatory Golf Community is not on an “uphill” movement. Golf Country 
Club communities are being sold to “Home Builders” to build houses on former golf courses. 
Golf corporations are buying-up Country Clubs, run them and when no longer profitable build 
homes on the fairways. Clubs wanting to stay solvent hire Golf management companies to do 
the work profitably that the novice board members cannot do in an environment of receding 
membership. Using bargain priced memberships without initiation fees has been proven to be 
a leap into insolvency.  Read the story of Weston Hills CC in Weston, Florida. 
 
Golf is not the chosen sport for the retiring “Baby Boomers”. The “Millennials” seemingly have 
no interest in Golf. That is what makes Golf Country Clubs a declining way of life.  Read the 
Wall Street Journal article of /11/19. The Country Club Boards must engage in understanding 
the declining life style, only catering to mandatory members is the way forward if at all.  For 
communities to retain a “Status Image” they cannot buy that with emblems and cheaper 
admission policies. Delaire has adopted such failing policies. Grievance Committees are the 
disaster of the Mandatory Membership. Managing a residential community with Mandatory 
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Rules demands “KID GLOVE” treatment. Punishment of members is the fastest way to disaster 
of a mandatory ruled club. Delaire has between 8-12 Grievance hearing a year, every year, 
reported from “neophyte” grievance committee members own wording with punishment 
suspensions from 1 month to 1 year. What are the results at Delaire with their onerous 
punishments?  
 
Biting dogs running loose, members beating up employees, members beating up members with 
cheering adherents at Town Hall Meetings, lawsuits hurting recruitment of newcomers to the 
club and most of all a declining morality of the members. Read an Attack on one Delairean is 
an attack on all    Watch the Attack Video  Read About the Rampant Conflicts of Interest  
  
All of the mentioned articles verbalize the problems facing us in 2019.  You choose! The 
“Brecker/Delaire Lawsuit” will be coming into court in the early part of 2019. That event may 
well become a Media Blitz since it is the Golf Club Law suit of the Century. Will such an event 
hurt our community? That is the question that should be on the mind of our Board members. 
As a 1 year suspension that has never been taken place at Delaire for using a member’s 
Freedom of Speech, neither have they ever experienced a major lawsuit that has the potential 
of changing everything and everybody and puts all of us into limbo until the final decision from 
the Jury. 
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